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HOLLYWOOD CENSORED
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of the damned and sinful. But Hollywood
did certainly not want the government to
step in. The studios therefore decided to
engage in their own self-censorship. They
hired Will Hayes, who had been postmaster
general of the United States, a Republican
and Presbyterian, non-smoker, non-drinker,
but wired to power in Washington and Wall
Street. He was expected to "clean up" Tinsel
town. A production code was commissioned
and written by two Catholics: a Jesuit priest
named Father Daniel Lord and a motion
picture periodical publisher named Martin
Quigley. The code reminds Hollywood that
the movies are a very powerful medium of
communication and as such, they communicate
values to everyone and especially to the young.
This production code gets enforced by July
1934 and worked for the best part of 20 years
until American culture changed at the end of
WW2. The credo was that crime must not pay.
You were not to show how to crack a safe
or commit a robbery. A little temptation was
alright, but it was necessary to show that it
had consequences. This, of course, came as a
challenge to script writers and directors and
one can say that Hollywood's most creative
era was due to this production code. You had
to have the Seal of Approval by the MPPDA
(Motion Pictures Producers and Distributors
of America) to play the circuits. How directors
invented subtexts is best demonstrated
by Hitchcock's Notorious who cleverly
circumvented censorship to show the longest
and best known kiss between Cary Grant and

Ingrid Bergmann, while the code restricted you
to 30 seconds. Musical comedy presented an
elegant way out and Cyd Charisse remembers
how she got away with sexy dancing. Only
in 1968 is the eroded code formally ended
and replaced by a rating system which rather
warns than forbids.
Clara and Julia Kuperberg selected the right
clips to demonstrate how movies often reflect
their era from pre-code sexuality to post-code
soberness in line with a Puritan heritage. Craig
Detweiler and Thomas Doherty provide their
expertise in describing those days and showing
how creative talent reacted.
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Did you know that sometimes Hollywood
cinema is glibly defined as a Jewish owned
business selling Roman Catholic theology
to protestant America? With the Great
Depression and evaporating income cinema
attendance fell drastically. To counter this trend
Hollywood became more and more violent
and sexy, to a point that a call for censorship
of some kind was in the air. Indeed the better
organized catholic minority created the
Catholic Legion of Decency and the clergy
admonished their Sunday church goers to
boycott certain cinemas and films. There is
a Variety study that shows that of 440 films
produced between 1932 and 1933, in the so
called pre-code era, 352 had sexual overtones,
145 carried scenes which were doubtful and
44 were outright sexual. Madame Satan by
Cecil B. DeMille, Baby Face by Alfred E. Green,
Blondie Johnson by Ray Enright, Safe in Hell by
William Wellman, Three on a Match by Mervyn
LeRoy and Possessed by Clarence Brown
come to mind. Women like Jean Harlow
were openly sexy and played the "bad girl".
Hollywood became to be viewed as a place

directed by Clara & Julia Kuperberg
produced by Wichita Films
running time 52' Shot in HD
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It Happened One Night with Claudette Cobert & Clark Gable

SCREWBALL

COMEDY

WHEN HOLLYWOOD WENT MAD
A screwball is a pitch with a particular spin
that sort of flutters and drops, goes in different
directions and behaves in very unexpected
ways. A screwball comedy therefore is nuts,
illogical, impossible and hilarious, open for
unexpected solutions and often with a pinch
of danger. The film critic Andrew Sarris
defined it as “sex comedy without sex”. And
indeed the leading characters keep fighting
each other as long as possible. When two
people would fall in love, they did not simply
surrender to their feelings but battle it out.
They would lie to one another, play the most
hideous tricks on each other, until finally,
after having run out of inventions, fall into
each other's arms. All of this using fast and
witty dialogue as well as slap stick elements.
In other words an entertainment that owes
much to Shakespeare's Much Ado About
Nothing and As You Like It as well as Wilde's
The Importance Of Being Earnest. The genre
developed with the Great Depression and was
not only designed to make audiences laugh
and forget their daily hardship but also to deal
with social problems and sexual desires in a
puritan country constrained by poverty and
censorship. Frank Capra's It Happened One
Night (1934) is generally considered to be
the first of this kind. Other directors famous
for their screwball comedies include Billy
Wilder (as screen play writer and director),
Ernst Lubitsch, Howard Hawks, George Cukor,
William Wyler, Leo McCarey, Preston Sturges,
George Stevens and Gregory La Cava. The
trend kept going until the early 40s. Major
titles include My Man Godfrey, It Happened
One Night, The Lady Eve, Bringing up Baby, I
Was A Male Ware Bride and Some Like It Hot.
The latter ones also poked fun at men. Here
it is worthwhile to mention that contrary
to today's movie plots, where women are
mostly motivated to find a man, the screwball
comedies portrayed women, played by
actresses such as Carol Lombard, Claudette
Colbert, Katharine Hepburn, Barbara
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Stanwyck, Ginger Rogers and Irene Dunne,
who were much more independent and intent
on pursuing their own careers. Clark Gable,
Cary Grant, Gary Cooper and James Steward
provided worthwhile partners in this game.
Clara and Julia Kuperberg take a fresh look at
this interesting genre and muster formidable
interview partners in film critic Molly Haskell,
film historian Vivian Sobchak, who is also a
member of the Board of the American Film
Institute, Joseph McBride, who wrote Hawks
by Hawks and screen writer Nora Ephron.
Clips of the most important movies will round
off an entertaining documentary which will
nevertheless make clear that America has a
very different approach, even when dealing
with problems, by wrapping things up in a
funny way: It Happened One Night, The Awful
Truth, Lady Eve, My Man Godfrey, His Girl Friday,
Thin Man, Ninotchka, Some Like It Hot, The
Philadelphia Story.

directed by Clara & Julia Kuperberg
produced by Wichita Films
running time 52' Shot in HD with

Stereo Sound

LA FiLM
NOiR

The term "film noir" was originally coined
by the French film critic Nino Frank and
taken from “série noir” which was a popular
collection of detective stories in France. Film
historians still argue whether there is such a
genre but there seems to be some consensus
about the fact that film noir describes a kind
of movie inspired by writers such as Dashiell
Hammet and Raymond Chandler dealing with
crime, private eyes, plain clothes policemen,
hapless grifters, law-abiding citizens lured into a
life of crime or simply victims of circumstance
and often in the presence of a “femme fatale”.
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This type of film occurred mainly in the 40s
and 50s with a revival in the 70s. The first
true film noir is supposed to be the Maltese
Falcon (1941). Others think it was Billy Wilder's
Double Indemnity (1943) or even Josef von
Sternbergs Underworld (1927). Directors such
as Fritz Lang, Robert Siodmak and Michael
Curtiz brought a dramatically shadowed
lighting style and psychologically expressive
approach to visual composition or mise-enscène with them to Hollywood, where they
would make some of the most famous of
classic noir films. The low key black-and-white
visual style obviously had its roots in German
Expressionist cinematography. The Cabinet
of Dr. Caligari immediately comes to mind.
There were also the theories of Freud and
psychoanalysis which pictured humans suffering
from amnesia, tortured souls, people haunted
by their past or craving for an identity of their
own. All these features can be found in the
anti-heroes of the film noir. They also reflected
the fears and preoccupations of the Americans
at the time. Two pieces of dialogue are typical
for the genre:
Walter Slezak in Edward Dmytryk's Cornered
(1945) “I deplore the present growth of moral
purpose!” and Richard Widmark in Samuel
Fuller's Pick up on South Street (1953) asks a
cop, who reminds him of his civic duties: “Is
there a law now I gotta listen to lectures?”. This
cynical attitude is a trademark of the film noir.
Clara and Julia Kuperberg's approach to the
subject matter is innovative in so far as they
focus on LA as the model for urban crime.
And who else would be better suited to talk
about the underbelly of the city than James
Ellroy. As LA inspired most of the film noir it
is through the city that the story of the genre
will be told. Alain Silver, author of LA Noir, and
Eddie Muller, author and President of the Film
Noir Foundation in LA will also contribute
their findings. Clips of the most important
film noir titles will round off a re-appraisal of
the popular genre: Double Indemnity, Sunset
Boulevard, Big Sleep, Gun Crazy, Scarlet Street,
The Big Combo, Cross Fire, China Town, Kiss Me
Deadly, Mildred Pierce, Laura, LA Confidential.

directed by Clara & Julia Kuperberg
produced by Wichita Films
running time 52' Shot in HD with

Stereo Sound

James Ellroy
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Gericault The Raft of the Medusa

MASTERWORKS
Little did I know, when
meeting commissioning
editor Bill Morton and arts
journalist and broadcaster
Edwin Mullins in a London
Pub during the autumn of
1978 that we were about
to rewrite art history and
change the perception
of paintings by a large
public forever. This was the
moment when the concept
of Masterworks was born:
a focus on an individual
painting, always filmed in
situ, with a rich visual survey
including other works by
the painter and sources of
inspiration accompanied by
an authoritative voice-over
commentary.
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We wanted to find an easy approach to
the visual arts which were already at that time
more or less absent from television although
the medium, especially with the advent of
colour, ideally lent itself to the promulgation of
painting and the way how to read a work of
art. A first series with the obligatory presenter
in vision was launched and extremely
successful due to very clever scheduling every
evening on BBC2 after the live broadcast from
Wimbledon. This gave me the idea to continue
without presenter, take a more visual approach
and ask Edwin Mullins to write and narrate
what would become 195 ten minute films
in due course. In order to achieve maximum
quality we decided on going for 35mm film
which had various advantages. First of all the
film material could do with less lighting which
was a great bonus in museums with strict rules
as to the amount of light that was permitted.
Secondly the Arri camera could run at various
speeds allowing us for example to film at four
or five frames per second, thereby gaining
some stops without additional lighting. This also
came in very handy when pigment reflected
too much although indirect lighting only was
used.
We obviously went for the great museums
of the world including the Arts Institute in
Chicago, the State Hermitage Museum in
what was still Leningrad, the MOMA in New
York, the Prado in Madrid, Kunsthistorisches
Museum in Vienna, Alte Pinakothek in Munich,
Tate Gallery in London and the Stedelijk

Museum in Amsterdam to name but a few.
In each museum we found great paintings
that were typical for their collection, and
we were very careful not to have the same
painter more than once in the entire series.
In Germany, Austria, France, Spain and all over
Scandinavia a whole generation of television
viewers began to look at paintings with a
fresh eye, audience research came into play
and as we sometimes had market shares of
up to 20% and more. I still meet people who
confirm that Masterworks completely changed
their attitude towards the visual arts.
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While filming on both sides of the Atlantic
I learnt a lot about painting techniques and
detail. We all experience that an interested
closer look at a painting in a museum sets
off an alarm which brings a mostly grumpy
guardian to the spot. When you work however
in the calm of the closing day and look through
your camera with special lenses, you discover a
million of details an ordinary visitor will never
find out about. This is one of the great bonuses
for all fans of the Masterworks series.
Having rested in the archives for some time
the 35mm negatives, in pristine quality, have
now been transferred to full HD with stunning
results. Masterworks are back on track and I
am very grateful to Arthaus that they let me
distribute one of the greatest successes I have
had in my entire career. Reiner Moritz

produced & directed by Reiner
E Mortiz running time 195x10'
Remastered in HD
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top left: Stefan Lochner Madonna im Rosenhag
bottom left: Richard Lindner The Meeting

top: Grant Wood American Gothic
above: Leonardo Da Vinci Ginevra de Benci
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prelight films

iN THE TRACKS...
Poorhouse International is
proud to present a series of
six documentaries on leading
film composers produced by
Prelight Films with in-depth
interviews, location shooting and
plenty of film clips to make the
point. Who would believe that
so many of the world's block
busters have been composed
by French talent? How come
that composing sound tracks for
films of the Hollywood industry
is largely in the hands of the
French and not the British who
are renowned for their Musicals?
Maybe the love for the cinema,
the seventh art, and a profound
knowledge of Jazz predestinates
French composers such as
Georges Delerue, Lalo Schifrin,
Maurice Jarre, Gabriel Yared,
Bruno Coulais and Alexandre
Desplat, who are portrayed In
the Tracks of…

Gabriel Yared
Lebanese born Gabriel Yared made
music from an early age on but first studied
law. In Paris he became a pupil of Henri
Dutilleux. In the early 70s he spent time in
Brazil and was greatly influenced by its music.
He himself talks about “Ravelitis” and the
Bartók String Quartets as further influences,
followed by three particular pieces of classical
music, which are reflected in his sounds and
colours: Transfigured Night by Schoenberg,
Metamorphoses by Strauss and the beginning
of Mahler's Tenth. It was Jean-Luc Goddard
who commissioned Yared's first film score
for Every Man for Himself in 1980. Yared also
worked with Jacques Dutronc, Françoise
Hardy, Charles Aznavour and Mireille Mathieu,
created ballet scores for Carolyne Carlson,
Roland Petit and Wayne McGregor. His score
for Betty Blue (Jean-Jacques Beineix) convinced
Anthony Minghella to commission the music
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for The English Patient which won Yared
both an Oscar and a Grammy. Other wellknown scores include Camille Claudel (Bruno
Nuytten), The Lover (Jean-Jacques Annaud),
Beyond Therapy (Robert Altman), The Talented
Mr. Ripley (Anthony Minghella), Breaking and
Entering (Anthony Minghella), Bon Voyage
(Jean-Paul Rappeneau) and Azur and Asmar
(Michel Ocelot). Film clips, a masterclass about
the music of The Lover, recording sessions,
Yared in concert and interviews with Anthony
Minghella, John Bell, Jean-Hugues Anglade,
Rick Smith, Karl Hyde, Jean-Jacques Annaud,
Carolyne Carlson, Jean-Paul Rappeneau
and Michel Ocelot round off a profile of a
composer of whom Minghella says: “The music
is like an actor in the film and Gabriel's skill is
that he can act, he is more like Meryl Streep,
every time he acts in a film, he finds a new
personality, you don't recognize him”.
Running Time 52'

score for Head against the Wall. When Sam
Spiegel asked Jarre to work on Lawrence of
Arabia his international career took off. Jarre
collaborated on four films with David Lean and
won an Oscar for three: Lawrence of Arabia,
Dr. Zhivago and Passage to India. Another
outstanding success was his collaboration with
Volker Schlöndorff on The Tin Drum. Other
major titles include Topaz (Hitchcock), The Last
Tycoon (Elia Kazan), The Damned (Visconti),
Mad Max (George Miller), Dead Poets Society
(Peter Weir) and Jacob’s Ladder (Adrian Lyne).
Percussion and the use of ethnic instruments
are his trademarks. Clips and interviews with
Omar Sharif, Jean Rochefort, Jean-Pierre
Mocky, Peter Weir, David Lean, Jonathan
Allen, George Miller, Adrian Lyne and Volker
Schlöndorff give valuable insights in the way
Jarre’s mind works. Volker Schlöndorff: “To me
Maurice is the composer incarnate. He embodies
all that a film composer should be. There’s
emotion, intelligence, discretion.”
Maurice Jarre died in Los Angeles in 2009.
Running Time 77'

Maurice Jarre

Georges Delerue

“Maurice’s unique ability is that simplicity of
gesture that just matches emotion, what he is
trying to achieve with the images on the screen.”
(Jonathan Allen)
Maurice Jarre came to music fairly late
as a teenager. He studied percussion and
composition at the Paris conservatory and
Ondes Martenot with the inventor of this
precursor to the electronic keyboard, Joseph
Martenot. The famous French actor Jean Vilar
commissioned Jarre’s first stage music for the
legendary Prince of Homburg production at
the TNP, where Jarre worked for twelve years.
Georges Franju asked him to compose his first
film music for a documentary entitled Hôtel
des Invalides followed by a full-fledged film

Georges Delerue says “In cinema the
composer is really the collaborator who can bring
more emotion to the film”. Having worked
with virtually the complete “nouvelle vague”,
Delerue settled in Los Angeles where he died
in 1992 having just recorded the music for
Rich in Love, his fifth collaboration with Bruce
Beresford. Delerue studied composition with
Darius Milhaud who pushed him towards
composing stage and film music. We owe
Delerue the film scores of Day For Night
(Truffaut), Shoot the Piano Player (Truffaut), King
of Hearts (de Brocca), Jules & Jim (Truffaut)and
Contempt (Godard), to name but a few titles
from earlier works. The famous Camille theme
from Contempt was later revived by Scorcese
in Casino. After he had composed music for
Ken Russel's Women in Love Russel even made
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Winner came to international fame with
theme music for television series such as The
Man from U.N.C.L.E., Mannix and Mission
Impossible. His film scores include Cincinnati
Kid (Norman Jewison), Cool Hand Luke (Stuart
Rosenberg), Bullitt (Peter Yates), Dirty Harry
(Don Siegel), The Beguiled (Don Siegel),
Enter the Dragon (Robert Clouse), The Four
Musketeers (Richard Lester) Amityville Horror
(Stuart Rosenberg).
Clips and interviews with Kyle Eastwood,
Jon Burlingame, Bertrand Tavanier, John
Boorman, Stéphane Lerouge, Brett Ratner and
Lalo's son Ryan round off a profile of the most
versatile of all film composers.
Running Time 53'

Bruno Coulais
a documentary about Delerue entitled Don’t
Shoot the Composer. A little Romance (George
Roy Hill) won him an Oscar. Salvador and
Platoon were titles he worked on with Oliver
Stone while Dien Bhien Phu was a collaboration
with Pierre Schoendoerffer. Bruce Beresford
recalls: “George never stopped. I mean, you go to
his house, he'd been working in the morning, he'd
been working late a night, he'd been working
all weekend. And then, when he stopped writing
film scores, he'd been writing string quartets
and symphonies. He really lived for music.” Film
clips and interviews with Bertrand Blier, Oliver
Stone, Budd Carr, Jean-Luc Godard, Agnès
Varda, Jean-Claude Brialy, Bruce Beresford, Fritz
Lang and Pierre Schoendoerffer round off the
profile of a true passion for music.
Running Time 72'

Bruno Coulais composed his first film score
at the age of 17 and received his first serious
commission in 1977 by Francois Reichenbach
for his México mágico. Three times winner of
a César for best film music Bruno Coulais
became quite well known in France for his
collaboration on miniseries for television
such as Le Comte de Monte Christo or Balzac.
A turning point in his career was the work
with Claude Nuridsany and Marie Péreanou
on the documentary Microcosm in 1996. He
has since composed music for quite a few full
length documentaries, using voices, in particular
children's voices, and world music, including
Himalaya (Eric Valli), The Field of Enchantment

Lalo Schifrin
Born into a musical family in Buenos Aires
Lalo Schifrin had his first piano lessons from
Enrique Barenboim, the father of conductor
Daniel Barenboim. A scholarship brought him
to the Paris Conservatory where he studied
composition and conducting while playing Jazz
at various clubs during the night. Impressed
by Dizzy Gillespie's Big Band he composed
Gillespiana for the American trumpet player.
In the early fifties Gillespie asked Schifrin to
become his arranger and pianist with the
Dizzy Gillespie Quintet. The five time Grammy

(Claude Nuridsany and Marie Péreanou),
Winged Migration (Jacques Perrin and Jacques
Cluzaud), Oceans (Jacques Perrin) and Calm
at Sea (Volker Schlöndorff). Les Choristes
(Christophe Barratier) was his international
breakthrough in 2004 and earned him an
Oscar nomination. His latest work includes The
Secret of Kells (Tomm Moore), Three Hearts
(Benoît Jacquot) and Diary of a Chambermaid
(Benoît Jacquot). Film clips and interviews
with Benoît Jacquot, Alain Chabat, Laurent
Petit Girard, Jacques Perrin, Jacques Cluzaud,
François Sarano, Volker Schlöndorff, James
Huth and Christophe Barratier round off this
profile of the most introvert of composers.
Running Time 53'

Alexandre Desplat
Alexandre Desplat began to play the piano
at the age of five and is also proficient on
trumpet and flute. He studied with Claude
Ballif, Iannis Xenakis and Jack Hayes. His love
for the cinema made him turn to film scores
and he composed music for his first feature
in 1986 entitled Le souffleur (Franck Le
Witta). During the recording he met violinist
Dominique Lemonnier who became his
favourite soloist, art director and wife. His
international break-through came in 2003 with
The Girl with a Pearl Earring (Peter Webber).
Other well- known film scores include
Twilight:The Temptation (Chris Weitz), Harry
Potter films I and 2 (David Yates), The Queen
(Stephen Frears), Ghostwriter (Roman Polanski),
The King's Speech (Tom Hooper), Venus in
Fur (Roman Polanski), The Monuments Men
(George Clooney), Fantastic Mr. Fox and The
Grand Budapest Hotel (both Wes Anderson).
Desplat recently finished scores for Unbroken
(Angeline Jolie), The Imitation Game (Morten
Tyldam) and Godzilla (Gareth Edwards). His
Concerto for Flute and Orchestra has been
performed and he composed Trois Etudes for
Piano for Lang Lang. Desplat also conducts
his music with the LSO, RPO and Munich
Symphony Orchestra and gives Masterclasses
at La Sorbonne and The Royal College of
Music. We see him at work in recording
sessions with George Clooney, Jacques
Audiard, Roman Polanski and Peter Webber.
Film clips and Interviews with Jacques Audiard,
Laura Engel (his agent), Wes Anderson,
Florent-Emilio Siri, Grant Heslov, Stephen
Frears, Roman Polanski and Gilles Bourdos
round off a profile of a musician who is equally
at home in the recording studio and in the
concert hall.
Running Time 53'

directed by Pascale Cuenot
produced by Prelight Films

George Clooney at Abbey Road studio
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Mark Arends as Wilbye, Christian McKay as Kirbye

Mark Arends as Wilbye, Ania Swoinski as Ann

SEX, LOVE & MUSiC

DRAW ON SWEET NiGHT
Following their recent success with the
docudrama Benjamin Britten - Peace & Conflict,
sold in more than ten countries, Capriol
Film now address in dramatic form the life
and loves of the Elizabethan composer John
Wilbye in collaboration with the internationally
renowned vocal group I Fagiolini under their
director Robert Hollingworth.
Wilbye is generally considered to be the
finest madrigalist of the Elizabethan era - his
work particularly informed by the Italian
school. He wrote little other than the two
books of madrigals for three, four, five and six
part voices, and his reputation rests on the
brilliance of these compositions.
We know that Wilbye spent the majority
of his working life as house musician to Sir
Robert and Lady Kytson at Hengrave Hall
in Suffolk, England, and that he moved to
Colchester in Essex for the last ten years of
his life, in the service of the Kytsons' daughter,
Lady Mary Darcy. We have some invaluable
evidence about his working life and the
importance that music played to the great
houses of Elizabethan England.
What we don't know is why he stopped
creating in 1609, why he moved in with Mary
after the death of Lady Kytson, why Lady
Kytson elevated him to the station of wealthy
farmer and, crucially, how all of this fed into
the creation of some of the most gloriously
sensual love poetry and music of the age.
What better way to make Wilbye's
wonderful music accessible than to dramatize
the life of the composer? Tony Britten has
written a script which imagines Wilbye's love

life as the fuel for his genius, his relationships
interwoven with the through written score
containing twenty of Wilbye's best madrigals
performed in studio and as part of the action
by I Fagiolini.
The name I Fagiolini has been misspelt
and mispronounced throughout the world.
Grounded in classics of Renaissance and
twentieth-century vocal repertoire, the
group is renowned for its innovative staged
productions of vocal music from the
Renaissance to the present day. I Fagiolini
has staged Handel with masks, Purcell with
puppets, madrigal comedies with more
masks and , notably The Full Monteverdi, a
dramatized account of the composer's fourth
book of madrigals, the film of which has sold
worldwide. Recent successes include the world
première recording of Striggio's Mass for forty
voices on Decca and an unlikely collaboration
with the Australian contemporary circus
company Circa, which resulted in the hugely
successful How Like an Angel.
Because Draw on Sweet Night takes
the form of an Elizabethan musical, it was
important that the tracks Tony Britten filmed
to were as exciting as possible for the sake of
the film and to attract acting talent of the first
degree. Amazingly it did. John Wilbye is played
by Mark Arends who has appeared in Pride
and Prejudice and guests with the RSC and The
Almeida & Headlong Theatre. Lady Elizabeth
Kytson is played by Doon Mackichan, known
form Plebs and Toast of London. Lady Mary
is played by Sophia Di Martino, a regular in
Mount Pleasant and Southcliffe. George Kirbye,

Directed by Tony Britten
Produced by Capriol Films
Running Time 75' in High Definition

with 5.1 Surround Sound

a composer colleague and friend of Wilbye's
is played by Christian McKay, known from
Rush, The Theory of Everything and ChickLit. His
wife Ann is played by Ania Sowinski, who has
appeared in Luther and Creditors. Sir Thomas
Kytson is played by Nicky Henson from
Downton Abbey, Syriana and Vera Drake. Lady
Arabella Stuart is played by Milanka Brooks
from Little Crackers, My Family and The Intern.

Mark Arends as Wilbye, Sophia Di Martino as Lady Mary

Sophia Di Martino as Lady Mary
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PiXEL
Mourad Merzouki has come a long way
from recipient of the prize for best young
choreographer at the Movimentos Dance
Festival in Wolfsburg in 2004 and delivering the
message at the 32nd Journée international de
la Danse in 2014. Together with his Compagnie
Käfig he elevated Hip Hop to the stage and
made it into a contemporary dance form
which takes equal place with Modern Dance
or other expressions of today's dance world.
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About his new piece Pixel he says: “We are
everywhere confronted with images, video screens,
digitalization. Screens surround us, and you only
have to walk through the big cities of certain
countries in order to imagine what the cities of
tomorrow will be like: a heavy exposure to images
which already belong to our daily life.
The Pixel project was born during a first
meeting with Adrien Mondot and Claire
Bardainne and the fascination I got out of it; I
was under the impression that I could not keep
apart reality and the virtual world and very
quickly wanted to test a new approach to dance
by exploiting these new technologies. We playfully
delve into a space which is alien to us when we
share it, and we base ourselves on the virtuosity

directed by Mohamed Athamma
produced by LGM
running time 71' Shot in HD
and energy of Hip Hop while we do so. Add
poetry and dream and you have a show with
cross-over between the arts."
Pixel is a performance which tries to open a
dialogue between the synthetic world of digital
projection and the real bodies of dancers.
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DiE ZAUBERFLÖTE
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the most demanding arias in opera. So if we're
to treat what she says seriously, the question
becomes how do we physically show her growing
powerlessness? I thought the wheelchair would
do that. By the end of the opera, she can hardly
move.”
Let yourself be surprised by an extremely
well - cast multimedia staging of one of the
repertoire's most popular operas designed
to entertain and make you think at the same
time.
Simon McBurney's Magic Flute was
co-commissioned by DNO, Aix-en-Provence
and the ENO.

photos © Claerchen & Matthias Baus

After being thoroughly disillusioned with
the commissioning powers of his time Mozart
turned to the popular theatre of the Marinellis
and Schikaneders who produced opera
as an entertainment. In collaboration with
Schikaneder he created the most German of
his operas which had everything to seduce
an audience: it was magical, street-wise,
spectacular, farcical and contained a spiritual
message for those who were willing to not
merely see but also hear. Die Zauberflöte
was highly regarded by Goethe, who held
Schikaneder's talent in high esteem and
compared the opera to his own Faust in its
combination of spectacle for the masses and
a more profound message for the spiritual
aware. Here was a Bildungsoper which
demonstrated how to gain wisdom and
strengthen the powers of reason through
initiation. Stage director Simon McBurney
sums it up as follows: “The Magic Flute, I think,
is fundamentally asking what is it to change
people's consciousness. What makes it evolve?
This was an important question when this was
first performed two years after the French
Revolution - and now. When we performed this
in Amsterdam we got a big laugh when Sarastro
says we're in a crisis. We were in 1791 and we
are now”.
On stage, Papageno is wondering aloud
why he can't just get the girl without having
to go through all this fuss: trials by fire and
water, plus lewd propositions from scantily clad
regal lickspittles. The opera's answer seems to

DiE ZAUBERFLÖTE

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART
be that you aren't in the Garden of Eden any
more, you are in a modern world where you
don't pull fruit from the trees or immediately
receive the object of your sexual desire, but
have to suffer, struggle and use your wits and
rationality to get what you want. And even
then there is no guarantee of success. Yet the
struggle is our predicament, what makes us
human rather than animal. This is the vision
that fires McBurney. He says: “The opera is
politically, philosophically and musically profound,
and sexual”.
And why is the Queen of the Night in a
wheelchair? “There are lots of paradoxes in
Mozart”, says McBurney. “She says she's losing
her power. But then she goes on to sing one of

Musical Director Marc Albrecht
Stage Director Simon McBurney
Nederlands Philharmonic Orchestra
Chorus of the Nederlandse Opera
cast

Sarrastro Brindley Sherrat
Tamino Maximilian Schmitt
Königin der Nacht Iride Martínez
Pamina Chen Reiss
Papageno Thomas Oliemans
Papagena Regula Mühlemann
TV Director Misjel Vermeiren
Produced by DNO & NTR
165' Shot in HD with 5.1 Surround Sound
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DANiiL TRiFONOV

A TRANSCENDENTAL RECiTAL
Bach/Liszt Fantasy & fugue in G
minor BWV 542
Beethoven Sonata No.32 in C
minor Op.111
Liszt 12 Transcendental studies
Debussy : Reflets dans l’eau

We are lucky to enjoy such outstanding
talents as Lang Lang and Trifonov during our
life time. Trifonov started composing at the age
of 5 and played concerts in public at the age of
8. A thorough musical education at the Gnessin
Institute in Moscow and the Cleveland Institute
of Music prevented him from becoming merely
a wunderkind. His debut at Carnegie Hall in
2009 already showed more than a promise.
He literally burst onto the international
scene in 2011 taking Third Prize in the
Chopin Competition, the Grand Prix at the
Tchaikovsky Competition and First Prize at the
Rubinstein Competition, all in the same year.
No wonder that veteran filmmaker Christoph
Nupen launched into a profile of the young
talent early on. In 2014 Trinfonov won the
Echo Klassik for his Carnegie Recital in 2013
as best young talent. Poorhouse is extremely
proud to distribute Trifonov's latest recital
recorded by Pierre-Martin Juban who sums up
his experience as follows:
Few pianists have dared to play the
complete set of Liszt’s Transcendental studies
in concert. None, to my knowledge, has
coupled them with another towering work of
the piano repertoire : Beethoven’s last sonata.
The physical and mental challenges of this
two-hour long program justified its audio-visual
recording.
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Trifonov has a 'take no prisoner' approach
to piano playing. He is uncompromising
and no other performer conveys such an
intense sense of emotional investment, of
total immersion in music, when he plays. You
can literally read the music he is performing
through his physical expressions. His face will
be illuminated by a prayer like candour when
playing the second movement of Beethoven
Op.111, but he will also turn wild and ferocious
when playing the darker and more virtuosic
Liszt studies.
Trifonov’s complete abandon to music
doesn’t mean that he is oblivious of
the technical constraints or possibilities
offered by a video recording. His tolerance
and understanding of camera work was
remarkable and he was never bothered by
the possible intrusion of the filming process.
His involvement during the general rehearsal
translated into the greatest attention to the
sound recording (microphone positions, premixing) while leaving us totally free to choose
lighting options and camera positions.
Our attention during the filming was
focused on capturing the powerful struggle
of this young man faced with titanic pianistic
and musical challenges: for this we chose to
isolate the piano inside a circle of light, creating
a boxing ring atmosphere where piano and
pianist could interact at a distance from the
audience which listened in silence. In the most
virtuosic pieces, the voyeuristic aspect of closeup filming offers a unique understanding of
how Trifonov masters all possible difficulties.

Directed by Pierre-Martin Juban
Produced by LGM
Running Time 110' Shot in HD

“It was in the Liszt that he came
into his own – a titanic performance,
projected with a confidence and relish
that masked the music´s ferocious
technical challenges beneath a mastery
of its tempestuous surges and swings
of mood and without a whiff of
exaggeration.”
The Financial Times

“He has everything and more.What
he does with his hands is technically
incredible. It´s also his touch, he has
tenderness and also the demonic
element. I never heard anything like
that.”
Martha Agerich

“A pianist for the rest of our lives…”
Norman Lebrecht
Poorhouse International also has access to the
Gergiev recording of the Concerto for Piano,
Trumpet and Strings with Daniil Trifonov as
breathtaking pianist.
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Robin Ticciati

Iván Fischer

CONCERTS FOR TELEViSiON
LGM continues to produce
state of the art concerts
for television which PHI
distributes worldwide with
more and more success. For
this edition of our Newsletter
we have chosen brand new
recordings with the Budapest
Festival Orchestra and with
Orchestre de Paris.

The BFO was founded by Iván Fischer
and pianist Zoltán Kocsis in 1983 to provide
Hungary with a new orchestra of international
standing. Many world tours and appearances
in the most prestigious concert halls have
proved them right. The Gramophone Magazine
recently ranked the BFO as one of the top ten
orchestras in the world. Its music director from
the beginning has been Iván Fischer.

Iván Fischer studied piano, violin and cello
as well as composition in Budapest before he
moved to Vienna where he studied conducting
with the legendary Hans Swarowsky and
became assistant of Nikolaus Harnoncourt.
Fischer has conducted many of the world's
greatest orchestras and was recently appointed
Music Director of the Berlin Konzerthaus. LGM
recorded the following concert with him:
Olivier Messiaen Turangalîla Symphony with
Roger Muraro, piano, and Valérie HartmannClaverie, ondes Martenot
As Messiaen explained himself, Turangalîla
comes from Sanskrit and means "love song,
ode to joy, time, movement, rhythm, life and
death". It was commissioned by Koussevitzky
and premièred by Leonard Bernstein in 1959.
It is one of the key works of the composer,
and Roger Muraro, being a specialist with a
complete recording of the composer's piano
works to his credit, is considered to be one
of the best interpreters of this demanding
work. Ondes Martenot, a sort of precursor
to the electronic keyboard, adds very special
colour. The instrument used to be played by
Messiaen's wife, the eminent pianist, Yvonne
Loriod.

directed by Sébastien Glas
produced by LGM
running time 83' Shot in HD

Robin Ticciati conducts the BFO in an all
French program with Fauré Pelléas and
Mélisande; Berlioz La mort de Cléopâtre, soloist
Anna Caterina Antonacci; Ravel Valses nobles
et sentimentales; Debussy La mer
Robin Ticciati is a violinist, pianist and
percussionist by training. He was a member of
the National Youth Orchestra of Great Britain
when he turned to conducting at the age of 15
under the guidance of Colin Davis and Simon
Rattle. He succeeded Vladimir Jurovsky as
Music Director at Glyndebourne and conducts
our recording of Peter Grimes at La Scala.

directed by Sébastien Glas
produced by LGM
running time 83' Shot in HD
A third concert with Iván Fischer will be
recorded in May featuring Symphonies 1 and
2 by Johannes Brahms. Television director will
again be Sébastien Glas, who will record in
HD with a running time of approximately 90
minutes.
This newsletter's Orchestre de Paris
concert could be entitled An Evening with
Poulenc. It consists of two of the composer's
popular pieces, the ballet suite Les animaux
modèles, originally based on six fables of La
Fontaine and premièred by Serge Lifar, and
the Concerto for Two Pianos and Orchestra
interpreted by the formidable Labèque sisters.
Conductor is Andris Poga from Latvia who
has the Grand Prix of Latvian Music and
the First Prize at the Svetlanov Conducting
Competition to his credit.

directed by Sébastien Glas
produced by LGM
running time 43' Shot in HD
Roger Muraro
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TCHAiKOVSKY CELEBRATiON
Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky was born in
St. Petersburg in 1840. The musical world will
undoubtedly celebrate his 175th anniversary
this year. His music forms part of the staple
repertoire in opera houses and concert
halls. With his command of Western musical
techniques due to studying with Nikolay
Zaremba and Anton Rubinstein he was often
criticized by his Russian contemporaries, in
particular by the so-called “Mighty Handful”,
mostly self-taught composers with national
aspirations, who accused Tchaikovsky of
having sold out to Western taste and not
being Russian at all. Today we know better
and understand Tchaikovsky's music as firmly
grounded in Russian folklore and a typically
Russian sensitivity which manifested itself in
particular in what he called the “lyrical idea”.
Poorhouse International is proud to have
built up quite a catalogue of the composer's
works over the years including:

Eugene Onegin
recorded at the DNO with Mariss Jansons
conducting and Stefan Herheim as stage
director
Running time 151'
accompanied by a documentary entitled
Happiness so close, Running Time 56'
The Queen of Spades
recorded at the Gran Teatro del Liceu with
Michael Boder conducting and Gilbert Deflo
as stage director
Running time 179'
The San Francisco Ballet Nutcracker
re-choreographed by Helgi Tomasson featuring
Damian Smith, Elizabeth Powel,
Davit Karapetyan, David Arce and
Yuan Yuan Tan.
Running time 90'

Variations on a Rococo Theme
Yuri Temirkanov and St. Petersburg
Philharmonic, soloist Alisa Weilerstein.
Running time 19'
Suite no. 3 for orchestra
Andrey Boreyko and Orchestre de Paris.
Running time 45’
The complete works for String Quartet
by the Borodin Quartet:
String Quartet No. 1 30’
String Quartet No. 2 38’
String Quartet No. 3 40’
Quartet Movement:15’
We gladly provide you with links or screeners.

The Complete Tchaikovsky Cycle with all six
symphonies performed by Valery Gergiev and
the Mariinsky Orchestra,
accompanied by a documentary entitled
Tchaikovsky on the Road
Running time 52'
Kazuki Yamada and Orchestre de Paris
with the 6th Symphony Pathétique.
Running time. 49'
Piano Concerto no.1
Paavo Järvi and Orchestre de Paris,
soloist Yefim Bronfman.
Running time 34'
Piano Concerto no. 2
Paavo Järvi and Orchestre de Paris,
soloist Denis Matsuev.
Running time 43'
Bo Skovhus in Eugene Onegin, DNO © Forster HPIZ
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The Nutcracker, SFB © Erik Tomasson
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backstage

books with our amazing chicken soup recipes.
Ladies and gentlemen, the images displayed in
this exhibition bear witness to Europe’s darkest
hour. Just as books tell a story, these photographs
tell a story.They tell the story of Slovakia’s once
vibrant Jewish community.They tell the story of a
community committed to educating its children.
And they tell the story of men’s brutality – of a
regime that snatched children from their school
rooms and sent them to the concentration
camps….”

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

This is Orson Wells by Clara & Julia Kuperberg

leur donner sont d’accord pour un portrait. Il ne
reste plus qu’à trouver un diffuseur. ‘On a le luxe
de faire que des films que l’on aime. On ne court
pas après la notoriété des chaînes, le câble nous
donne cette liberté’ concluent, d’une même voix,
les deux sœurs."
Satellifax
Clara & Julia Kuperberg

PRESS

Clara and Julia Kuperberg finally get noticed
in the media for their excellent work. The
French daily Satellifax devoted space to them
as did the Huffington Post:
"Depuis maintenant près de 15 ans, nous
partons plusieurs mois chaque année (à
Hollywood) pour y rencontrer et y interviewer les
plus grands du cinéma, l'excitation est toujours la
même qu'à la première fois. Au fil des rencontres
et des années, de Milos Forman à Martin
Scorsese en passant par Jodie Foster,Woody
Harrelson, Stanley Donen, Francis Ford Coppola,
Dustin Hoffman et bien d'autres, nous sommes
toujours fascinées par leur capacité à s'investir
pour un projet comme un documentaire, pour un
réalisateur ou un ami. (…)
C'est aussi souvent le cas lorsque nous faisons
un film hommage, comme sur Orson Welles où
Martin Scorsese a accepté de témoigner pour
parler de l'héritage de Welles sur le cinéma
américain. Et c'est très souvent ainsi. S'il y a une
chose que nous avons apprise au fil du temps,
c'est à apprécier leur professionnalisme et leur
amour du cinéma. (…)
Et c'est ce que nous aimons chez ces grands
réalisateurs, ces grands acteurs, c'est leur
manière de se raconter, avec humour et humilité.
Comme disait Orson Welles à sa fille quand elle
s'indignait qu'il ne trouve pas de financements
pour son dernier film: "Ne t'inquiète pas ma
chérie, ils m'aimeront quand je serai mort".
Huffington Post

MASTERWORKS

PHI is particularly
happy to distribute
Masterworks created
by Reiner E. Moritz.
Arthaus has
remastered the 35mm
films in full HD and is
releasing them step
by step for the home
video market.

LAST FOLiO AT UN

The Israeli
Ambassador's speech
at the opening of the
Last Folio exhibition at
the UN in New York
is particularly relevant
to the end of WW2.
Katya Krausova's
film is now ready for
broadcast.
“Ladies and gentlemen,
I want to thank the Slovak Mission for bringing
this exhibition to the United Nations. Books
have special meaning for the Jewish people - in
fact, we are often called the ‘People of the Book.’
Jewish life revolves around books. Every Jewish
home has a library that includes the Torah which
tells the stories of our forefathers, the Talmud
which governs Jewish law, and of course, cook

"Mais le documentaire télé en France est et
restera leur fer de lance. Michael Mann vient de
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98.4% of UK viewing in 2014 was still on
TV sets. Although viewing on TV sets slightly
declined in 2014 they continue to be the UK's
screen of choice by some distance. According
to the Broadcasters' Audience Research Board
(BARB) there was an overall decline in total TV
viewing of 10 minutes and 30 seconds a day
compared with 2013. This was entirely down
to a drop in TV set viewing, which decreased
by 4.7% while viewing on other sreens grew
year on year by 17%. Apparently those who
were watching the most watched a bit less. At
the same time American findings show that
Millennials watch 11.3 hours of free online
video and 10.8 hours of subscription online
video weekly, nearly twice the time reported
for free online TV offerings from broadcasters
and cable networks. More important are
the US findings as to content. We hear that
Millennials are particularly drawn to online
celebrities, notably YouTube talents. Only when
they grow older they feel a slightly higher
affinity towards TV and movie stars.
We can therefore conclude that linear
television is still there for a long time to come
and that in particular Public Broadcasters'
expensive efforts to cater for the Millennials
are probably in vain. Will they come back to
regular broadcasts at a later age remains the
question.

READY FOR DELiVERY

Last Folio 60’
Screwball Comedy 52’
In the Tracks… Alexandre Desplat,
English version 52’
Iván Fischer / Budapest Festival Orchestra:
Messiaen 83’
Robin Ticciati / Budapest Festival Orchestra:
French Music 83’
Andris Poga / Orchestre de Paris: Poulenc 45’
Leonard Slatkin / Orchestre de Paris / Kern,
Skride, Gabetta 89’

POORHOUSE iNTERNATiONAL
AT MiP TV AND MiPDOC 2015

During MIP TV Dr. Reiner Moritz will be at the
Creative Europe (formerly Media) Stand P4.B1
Tel. +33 (0)4 9299 8596 or at the apartment:
Armenonville - Entry 5, 6th floor
9 Rond Point Duboys d'Angers
06400 Cannes, Tel : +33 (0)4 83 44 08 91
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